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5.5 Concept Images of Function  
 

Context 

 
 A class of high school students who have been working on the Vending Machine 
task for revisiting the function concept. 

 
Though students might be familiar with a mathematical definition, they do not typically 
use just that definition to make sense of mathematical objects. Rather they draw upon 
images, phrases, and examples that they associate with the object. These are called 
concept images.  
 
For example, though students are introduced to the formal definition of a circle (i.e., the 
set of all points that are equidistant from a fixed point) when they encounter a 
mathematical problem that includes a circle they likely think about more than just the 
definition. Given their past experiences with circles they might think about a picture of a 
circle, a formula related to circles (e.g., area, circumference), or maybe the general form 
of the equation for a circle. They might also envision attributes related to circles like 
radius, or diameter. Sometimes the images in their heads are misleading (e.g., an 
image of the unit circle might suggest to some students that all circles must be centered 
at the origin).  
 
It is important to be aware of possible images (not just “pictures” but anything that might 
come to mind) that students might be drawing upon when they are working with 
particular mathematical objects.  

 
 

Q1. Reflect back on your own work with the Vending Machine Task. What images of 
function came to your mind as you worked through the task? 
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Q2. Look back at Machine F (Diet Blue → Silver; Silver Mist → Silver). Consider 
students who are familiar with function and different function families (e.g., linear, 
quadratic) What images might students draw upon when trying to classify this machine 
as a function or not? Please explain. Reminder: "Images" refers to anything that might 
pop into your head based on past experiences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q3. Alex and Jamie are discussing their thoughts on Machine F after exploring the 
applet individually. What images of function are they drawing upon as they work to 
make sense of the machine? 
 

Jamie – Machine F 

Jamie presses tests each button at least twice using take can in between each. 
“Ok…two different colors make the same can. Ok. So maybe Machine F is possible… 
representing like an x squared function maybe?...and, the Diet Blue can could be like 
negative two and the Silver Mist could be positive two, but they both equal the same 
thing when they’re squared. So I think that Machine F is a function.” 
 

Alex – Machine F 

Alex tests each button in order using the take can button each time. “So this one is a 
function because even though Diet Blue gives you the silver and the Silver Mist also 
gives you the silver, that’s ok. That’s like on a graph if like x = 2 gave you 2 and x = -2 
gave you 2, that’s ok. That’s still going to pass the vertical line test. It’s ok for two x 
values to have the same y value, its just not ok for an x value to have two y values. So, 
Machine F is still a function….because each input still only gives one output.”  

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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Q4. Look back at Machine H (All → Green). Consider students who are familiar with 
function and different function families (e.g., linear, quadratic) What images might 
students draw upon when trying to classify this machine as a function or not? Please 
explain. Reminder: "Images" refers to anything that might pop into your head based on 
past experiences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q5. Reese, Logan, and Max are working independently. What images of function is 
each drawing upon as they work to make sense of the machine? 

Reese – Machine H 

Reese tries each button once pressing take can each time. “This is going to be a 
function because the outputs are consistent, meaning each time I click one of the cans 
its going to be the green can. Doesn’t matter if there is four of them that give me, or as 
many, as long as they give me the same output.  

Logan – Machine H 

Logan tests each button using take can each time. She goes through they cycle multiple 
times. “I think that this one is a function...maybe because, maybe its like a piecewise 
function? And different x’s give you the same y maybe? … yeah...or maybe its like a 
horizontal line, like, which is still a function. Cuz there are different x’s and the outputs 
are all the same. So its like, um, a horizontal line. Which is a function. So, yeah, I’m 
going to say function.”  

Max – Machine H 

Max tries each button more than once, pressing take can each time. “Everything just 
gives me a green can. That is basically just a horizontal line. No matter what x value 
you get you get the same y-value. So that is still a function.” 
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Q6. Look back at Machine J (Silver Mist → Silver). Consider students who are familiar 
with function and different function families (e.g., linear, quadratic) What images might 
students draw upon when trying to classify this machine as a function or not? Please 
explain. Reminder: "Images" refers to anything that might pop into your head based on 
past experiences 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q7. Val and Jaylen explored Machine J individually. What images of function is each 
drawing upon as they work to make sense of the machine? 

Val – Machine J 

Val presses red, blue, and then silver. When nothing appears to come out she presses 
silver many more times. “Ok, so you get the same thing out every time, but … “ She 
continues to test buttons, this time using take can in between each. When she gets to 
Silver Mist she presses it several times quickly. “Ok, um,... maybe this function is like, 
like in a fraction form and silver represents zero. And in the fraction X is on the bottom 
and zero can’t go on the bottom so its undefined. So maybe that’s what it's trying to 
say? Cuz I feel like that’s the kind of function it is.”  

Jaylen – Machine J 

Jaylen checks the first few buttons and says “that seems to be normal.”  When she gets 
to Silver Mist, she tries it three times and exclaims, “Ohh, there is none...Well, I guess 
judging by the way I’ve been defining function, I’ve said if an input has exactly one 
output, so if the input silver mist has no output than it definitely doesn’t have exactly 
one.  But I’m thinking about zeros of functions, not zeros, but asymptotes, 
hmmm…input/output…umm, so I guess for this one I’m not exactly sure what the exact 
definition of function is when it comes to this, although an asymptote is not a part of a 
function, it’s like a hole, would it be a function then?  The rest of it is a function without 
silver mist…hmm…is an asymptote part of a function? so like is a hole a part of a 
function? I guess really the question is if an asymptote or a hole exists, does that make 
the expression not a function? I think that’s the question that this is, does the existence 
of a hole make an expression not a function?” 
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Q8. Reflect on this activity. In what ways were the students' images of function similar 
to/different from yours? How might anticipating students' images of function help you 
when teaching the function concept? 

Q9. More generally (beyond just the function concept), in what ways might anticipating 
possible concept images students' possess inform your practice? 

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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